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Using OpenRefine to Standardize 

















Program that runs locally, 
displays in browser
Allows you to deal with 
data in various formats























































1. Edit cells → Transform
(into delimited strings)
2. Edit cells → Split 
multi-valued cells
3. Clean up with
a. Facet → Text facet 
OR
b. Edit cells → Cluster
Place ; before 






















Augment Data from Web Services
Get Wikidata
Wikidata Reconciliation for 
OpenRefine (en)
1. Reconcile > Start 
Reconciling
Get Wikidata
Wikidata Reconciliation for 
OpenRefine (en)
2. Select entity to 
reconcile against


















Extras! If we have time...







1. Use MarcEdit to 
convert .mrc → .tsv
MARC Files
2. Import file into 
OpenRefine
3. Maintain column order:
Record# | Tags | Indicators | Content
4. Export files as .tsv
